The multiplicity of a zero of a restriction of an analytic function P in C n to a trajectory of a vector eld with analytic coe cients is equal to the sum of the Euler characteristics of Milnor bers associated with a deformation of P . When P is a polynomial of degree p and i s a v ector eld with polynomial coe cients of degree q, this allows one to compute in purely algebraic terms, and to give an upper bound for in terms of n; p; q, single exponential in n and polynomial in p; q. This implies a single exponential in n bound on degree of nonholonomy of a system of polynomial vector elds in C n .
Introduction
Let Px be a germ at the origin of an analytic function in C n , where x = x 1 ; : : : ; x n , and let = 1 x@ = @ x 1 + + n x@ = @ x n bea germ at the origin of an analytic vector eld. Suppose that 0 6 = 0, and let bea trajectory of through the origin. Suppose that Pj 6 0, and let Pj be the multiplicity of a zero of Pj at the origin. Let P= 1 @P=@x 1 + + n @P=@x n bederivative o f P in the direction of , and let k P be the kth iteration of this derivative.
We show Theorem 1 that Pj is a sum of the Euler characteristics of Milnor bers" X k = fP = P = = k,1P = 0g associated with a deformationP of P. For a polynomial P of degree p and a vector eld with polynomial coe cients of degree q, X k are semi-algebraic sets. This allows one to compute Pj in purely algebraic terms Theorem 3, and to give an upper bound Theorem 2 for Pj in terms of n; p; q, single exponential in n and polynomial in p and q. This estimate improves previous results 9, 1 which were double exponential in n.
For a system = f i g of vector elds in R n with polynomial coe cients of degree not exceeding q, this implies a single exponential in n and polynomial in q estimate for the degree of nonholonomy of , i.e., for the minimal order of brackets of i necessary to This research w as partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-9704745. Part of this work was done during a visit of the author to the Fields Institute for Research in Mathematical Sciences, Toronto, Canada. The author thanks A. Khovanskii for fruitful discussions.
Typeset by A M S-T E X 1 2 ANDREI GABRIELOV generate a subspace of maximal possible dimension at each point o f R n . This improves an estimate in 1 , which was double exponential in n.
For n = 2, our estimate coincides with the estimate for the multiplicity of a Pfa an intersection 5, 2 . In case n = 3 , a similar estimate was obtained in 3 .
The main result of this paper can bereformulated as follows. Let xt : C t;0 ! C n x;0 be a germ of an analytic vector-function satisfying a system of nonlinear algebraic di erential equations S i xt; t dx i =dt = Q i xt; t where S i and Q i are polynomial in x; t of degree q, and S i 0; 0 6 = 0. Let pt = Pxt; t where P is a polynomial in x; t of degree p. Suppose that pt 6 0. Then the multiplicity of a zero of pt a t t = 0 can be computed in purely algebraic terms, and there is an estimate for this multiplicity in terms of n; p; q, single exponential in n and polynomial in p and q.
The main result
De nition 1. A germP x; of an analytic function at the origin in C n+1 is called a deformation of P ifP x; 0 = Px. For a xed , we writeP x for the functionP x; considered as a function of x.
For a real positive , let B bea closed ball in C n of radius centered at the origin. Proposition 1. Let Px = , P 1 x; : : : ; P k x be a k-tuple of germs of analytic functions at the origin in C n , and letPx; = ,P 1 x; ; : : : ; P k x; be a deformation of Px.
Then, for a small positive and for a nonzero 2 C much smaller than , the homotopy type of the set fP = 0 g B does not depend on and , and on the choice of metrics in C n . This set is called the Milnor ber ofP. Proof. This follows from Lê D ung Tr ang's generalization of Milnor's bration theorem 7 .
One has to consider bration of an analytic set X = fP = 0g B C n+1 by nonzero level sets of the function : X ! C . De nition 2. Let : X ! C be an analytic function on an analytic set X, such that X = X f = constg is nonsingular for small 6 = 0 . Let Z bean analytic subset of X 0 , and let fZ g be a Whitney strati cation of Z, where Z are nonsingular analytic manifolds and their closures are analytic subsets of X. It is called Thom's A strati cation, if the following holds: Let x bea sequence of points in X converging to x 0 2 Z , such that tangent spaces to X x at x have a limit T as ! 1 . Then T contains the tangent space to Z at x 0 . According to 6 , a strati cation with this property always exists.
De nition 3. Let Px = , P 1 x; : : : ; P k x , and letPx; bea deformation of Px.
Suppose that, for small 6 = 0, the Milnor ber X ofP is nonsingular. Let X bethe closure of S Proposition 2. Let Px = , P 1 x; : : : ; P k x , and letPx; be a deformation of Px.
Suppose that, for small 6 = 0, the Milnor ber X ofP is nonsingular. Let X be the closure of S 6 =0 X , and let Z = X f = 0 g. Let fZ g be an A strati cation of Z n 0. Let lx be a n analytic function in C n such that flx = 0 g is transversal to all Z . Let , be the polar curve ofP relative to l, and let be the multiplicity of ,.
Then the Milnor ber ofP can be obtained from the Milnor ber of P; l by attaching cells of dimension n , k.
Proof. This follows from the proof of the generic hyperplane section" theorem in 7 .
Theorem 1. Let Px be a germ at 0 2 C n of an analytic function, and letPx; be a deformation of Px. Let be a germ at 0 2 C n of an analytic vector eld. Suppose that 0 6 = 0 , and let be a trajectory of through 0. Suppose that Pj 6 0, and let be the multiplicity of a zero of Pj at 0. Let X k be the Milnor ber ofP k = P ; P ; : : : ; k,1P .
Suppose that X k is a nonsingular n , k-dimensional set, for k = 1 ; : : : ; n , and let X k be the Euler characteristic of X k . Then 1 = X 1 + + X n :
The proof of this theorem will be given in the next section. A. Khovanskii suggested an alternative proof, valid also when the Milnor bers X k are singular. In fact, the following holds: Theorem 1 0 . Let P;P ; ; ;, and X k be the same as in Theorem 1, without any non-singularity conditions on X k . Then 2 = X k=1 X k :
Proof. See 4 . Let y = y 1 ; : : : ; y n bea system of coordinates in C n where = @ = @ y 1 , let y 0 = y 2 ; : : : ; y n , and let beprojection C n y ! C n,1 y 0 along y 1 -axis. Let us choose a metric in C n so that a small ball B n in C n is a product of a small ball B n,1 in C n,1 and a small disk D in C , where B n,1 and D are chosen so that fP = 0 g B n,1 @ D = ;. Then each ber of the projection : fP = 0g B n ! B n,1 consists of exactly points counting multiplicities. For small enough , the same is true forP instead of P. The set X k consists of those points y where the multiplicity of a zero ofP restricted to fy 0 = constg is at least k. In particular, X k = ; for k . For 1 k , let k y 0 = X k ,1 y 0 . Since each set ,1 y 0 X k is nite, its Euler characteristic equals to the numberof points in it, not counting multiplicities. Hence Theorem 1 0 follows from these two equalities.
Remark. Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 1 0 : when X k , for k = 1 ; : : : n , are nonsingular, we can modifyP so that topology of X k remains unchanged for k = 1 ; : : : n , and X k = ; for k n . Lemma 1. Let lx be a germ of an analytic function such that l0 6 = 0 . Let be a small positive number. For c = c 1 ; : : : ; c n 2 C n , let P c x = Px + c 1 +c 2 lx + +c n l n,1 x. Let X k;c = fP c = P c = = k,1 P c = 0 g B n .
i For a generic c, the set X k;c is nonsingular n , k-dimensional, for k = 1 ; : : : ; n .
ii For a generic c, the deformationP x; = P c x satis es conditions of Theorem 1.
Proof. For a small positive , w e can choose a coordinate system y 1 ; : : : ; y n i n B n so that y 1 = lx and trajectories of are de ned by y 2 = const; : : : ; y n = const. This means that, in the new coordinates, = uy@ = @ lwhere u0 6 = 0 . Accordingly, X k;c = fy 2 B ; P c y = @ @ l P c y = = @ k,1 @ l k,1 P c y = 0 g: Let Qy;c b e P c y considered as a function of 2n variables y and c. Let Z k = x X k;c = fy 2 B ; c 2 C n ; Qy;c = @ @ l Qy;c = = @ k,1 @ l k,1 Qy;c = 0 g: For k = 1; : : : ; n , the set Z k is nonsingular 2n , k-dimensional, because di erentials of @ i Qy;c=@l i are independent near y = 0 : @ @ c j @ i,1 @ l i,1 Q0; c = i , 1! ij for 1 i; j n:
Let : Z k ! C n c bea natural projection. The set X k;c is nonsingular if and only if c is not a critical value of . Due to Sard's theorem, this holds for a general c. This proves i. To prove ii, note that, forP x; = P c x, the Milnor ber of P ; P ; : : : ; k,1P coincides with X k; c , for small nonzero . Consider the set W k Z k of critical points of . For c 6 = 0, let L c denote a linear subspace in C n generated by c. For a generic c, the intersection of W k with ,1 L c n 0 is zero-dimensional or empty. Otherwise, this intersection would be at least one-dimensional, and W k would be n-dimensional, in contradiction to Sard's theorem. This implies that, for a generic c and small enough , the set X k; c is nonsingular.
Proof of Theorem 1
Let us choose a coordinate system y = y 1 ; : : : ; y n in a neighborhoodof the origin in C n so that = @ = @ y 1 in this coordinate system. In particular, trajectory of through the origin becomes y 1 -axis, and equals to the multiplicity of a zero of Py 1 ; 0; : : : ; 0 at the origin. LetP y; bea deformation of P satisfying conditions of Theorem 1, i.e., the Milnor ber X k ofP k = P ; P ; : : : ; k,1P is nonsingular n , k-dimensional, for k = 1 ; : : : ; n .
We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1 the statement is obvious. Suppose that it holds for n , 1. We want to apply it to the subspace fy n = 0g of C n . LetP 0 =Pj y n =0 , and letP 0 k = P 0 ; P 0 ; : : : ; k,1P 0 , for k = 1 ; : : : ; n , 1.
First of all, to satisfy conditions of Theorem 1, the Milnor ber X 0 k ofP 0 k should be nonsingular. Singularities of X 0 k coincide with zero critical values of y n restricted to X k . Consider these critical values as functions of . For large enough N, none of these critical values equals N identically. Let us replacePy; byP y 1 ; : : : ; y n,1 ; y n , N ; . If N is large enough, this does not change topology of X k , and makes X 0 k nonsingular. Due to inductive hypothesis, 3 = X 0 1 + + X 0 n,1 :
Next, we want to apply Proposition 2 to l = y n . Let us show that, for a generic choice of y n , conditions of Proposition 2 are satis ed.
Let X be the closure of fP k y; = 0 ; 6 = 0 g, and let X 0 = X f = 0 g. Let fZ g bea Thom's A strati cation of X 0 n0. As Pj 6 0, none of Z contains y 1 -axis. Hence a generic linear hyperplane H containing y 1 -axis is transversal to all Z . To satisfy conditions of Proposition 2, we can choose y n so that H = fy n = 0 g. Due to Proposition 2, X k can beobtained from X 0 k by attaching k cells of dimension n , k, where k is the numberof critical points of y n j X k counted with their multiplicities.
In particular, 4 X 0 k = X k , ,1 n,k k : The critical points of y n j X k are de ned by linear dependence at the points of X k of the following 1-forms: dP ; dP ; : : : d k,1P ; dy n :
In other words, rank of the following k n , 1-matrix A k should beless than k:
: : : @ @y n,1P @ @y 1 P @ @y 2 P : : : @ @y n,1 P . . . . . . . . . . . . @ @y 1 k,1P @ @y 2 k,1P : : : @ @y n,1 k,1P Taking into account that = @ = @ y 1 , we nd that, at the points of X k , all the entries in the rst column of the matrix A k are zero, except for the last entry which is kP : : : : @ @y n,1P @ @y 2 P : : : @ @y n,1 P . . . . . . . . . @ @y 2 k,1P : : : @ @y n,1 k,1P
C C C C A
: For k = 1 ; : : : ; n , 1, rank of A k is less than k if either kP = 0 and rank of B k is less than k, or if kP 6 = 0 and rank of C k is less than k , 1. Geometrically, rst of these two conditions de nes those points of X k+1 where X k is not transversal to n ,2-dimensional space L = y 1 = const; y n = const, and the second condition de nes those points in X k where X k,1 is not transversal to L. For k = 1 , the second condition is empty.
For a generic choice of coordinates y 1 and y n , L is a generic n , 2-dimensional linear subspace in C n . From Thom's transversality theorem, the set of points where X k,1 is not transversal to L is one-dimensional and does not intersect X k+1 , which has codimension two in X k,1 .
This means that, for generic coordinates y, the set of critical points of y n j X k is a union of two disjoint sets: X k f kP = 0 g f rank B k k g and X k f rank C k k , 1g. Hence k = 0 k + 00 k , where 0 k and 00 k are the numbers of critical points of y n j X k in these two sets, counted with their multiplicities.
Taking into account that B k = C k+1 and X k f kP = 0 g = X k+1 , w e h a ve 0 k = 00 k+1 , for k = 1 ; : : : ; n , 2. For k = 1 , we have 1 = 0 1 . For k = n , 1, we have 0 n,1 = X n , the numberof points in the set X n .
Replacing k in 4 by 0 k + 00 k and substituting 4 into 3, we see that all the values 0 k and 00 k cancel out, except 0 n,1 , and 3 implies 1.
Algebraic case
Theorem 2. Let P be a polynomial in C n of degree not exceeding p n , 1, and let be a vector eld with polynomial coe cients of degree not exceeding q 1. Suppose that 0 6 = 0 , and let be a trajectory of through 0. i Let Pj 6 0, and let be the multiplicity of a zero of Pj at 0. Then is less than 5 2 2n,1 n X k=1 p + k , 1q , 1 2n :
ii Let Pj 0, and let P be any sequence of polynomials of degree not exceeding p converging to P as ! 1 . Then the number of isolated zeros of P j converging to the origin as ! 1 is less than 5.
Proof. i From Lemma 1, there exists a deformationP of P satisfying conditions of Theorem 1, such that P is a polynomial of degree not exceeding p. Hence degree of iP does not exceed p + iq , 1. Thus the Milnor ber X k of P ; P ; : : : ; k,1P is de ned by polynomial equations of degree not exceeding d = p + k , 1q , 1. From 8 , the sum of Betti numbers of X k does not exceed d2d , 1 2n,1 , which is less than 2 2n,1 d 2n . The estimate 5 follows now from Theorem 1.
ii The statement follows from i and the results of 12 . An alternative argument was suggested by Khovanskii. Let L denote the linear space of all polynomials of degree not exceeding p modulo polynomials identically vanishing on . Let P be a sequence of polynomials P converging to P such that M zeros of P j converge to the origin as ! 1. These polynomials de ne a sequence of points Q in L. Note that the zeros of P j depend only on Q , and do not change when we multiply Q by a constant. If we de ne any norm in L, we obtain a sequence of points Q =jQ j in L that has a non-zero limit point Q 0 . Let P 0 be a polynomial of degree not exceeding p such that its image in L is Q 0 . Obviously, P 0 j has a zero of the multiplicity M at 0. Hence M is less than 5.
We want to show that, for a polynomial P and a vector eld with polynomial coefcients, the value of in 1 can becomputed in purely algebraic terms. First, we need another expression for , valid also for non-algebraic P and . Theorem 3. Let Px be a germ at 0 2 C n of an analytic function, and let be a germ at 0 2 C n of an analytic vector eld. Suppose that 0 6 = 0, and let be a trajectory of through 0. Suppose that Pj 6 0, and let be the multiplicity of a zero of P at 0. Let Px; be a deformation of Px satisfying conditions of Theorem 1, and letP beP x; considered as a function of x, for a xed nonzero . Let l 1 x; : : : ; l n,1 x be generic linear forms in C n . For a small positive and a small nonzero , let X i;k = fx 2 B n ;P x = P x = = k,1P x = l 1 x = = l n,k,i x = 0 g; for k = 1 ; : : : ; n and i = 0 ; : : : ; n , k. Let 0;k be the number of points in X 0;k converging to the origin as ! 0. For i = 1 ; : : : ; n , k, let i;k be the multiplicity of the polar curve of P ; P ; : : : ; k,1P ; l 1 ; : : : ; l n,k,i relative to l n,k,i+1 , i.e., the number of critical points of l n,k,i+1 j X i;k converging to the origin as ! 0. Then 6 = n X k=1 n,k X i=0 ,1 i i;k :
Proof. Let X k be the Milnor ber of the deformationP k = P ; P ; : : : ; k,1P . Then X i;k is the intersection of X k with a generic linear k + i-dimensional subspace L k+i = fl 1 = = l n,k,i = 0 g. In particular, X n,k;k = X k . We suppose X k to benonsingular 8 ANDREI GABRIELOV n,k-dimensional, hence X i;k is a nonsingular i-dimensional set, and, for a generic linear form l n,k,i+1 , all critical points of l n,k,i+1 j X i;k are non-degenerate.
In particular, X 0;k is zero-dimensional, and X 0;k = 0;k . From Proposition 2, for k = 1 ; : : : ; n and i = 1 ; : : : ; k , w e have X i;k , X i,1;k = ,1 i i;k : Hence X k = n,k X i=0 ,1 i i;k :
From Theorem 1, = P n k=1 X k = P n k=1 P n,k i=0 ,1 i i;k :
Corollary. For a polynomial P in C n of degree not exceeding p, and for a vector eld in C n with polynomial coe cients of degree not exceeding q, the value of in 6 can be computed as the number of solutions of a nite system of algebraic equations and inequalities. The number of equations and inequalities in this system, and their degrees, can be estimated in terms of n; p, and q. Proof. For polynomial P and , the sets X i;k in Theorem 3 are semi-algebraic, and each number i;k in 6 is de ned as the number of solutions of a system of algebraic equations and inequalities, with an estimate for the number of equations and inequalities and for their degrees in terms of n; p, and q.
Degree of nonholonomy
De nition 4. Let = f i g bea system of vector elds in C n or R n . Let L x bea vector space spanned by the values of i , and of their brackets of all orders, at a point x. Here i themselves are considered as brackets of order one, i ; j as brackets of order two, i ; j ; k as brackets of order three, and so on. Degree of nonholonomy of at x is the minimal number N x such that the values at x of i , and of their brackets of order not exceeding N x , generate L x . Theorem 4. Let = f i g be a system of vector elds in C n or R n with polynomial coe cients of degree not exceeding 1. Let d be dimension of the vector space L x spanned by the values at x of i and their brackets of all orders. Then degree of nonholonomy of at x is less than Proof. According to Proposition 1 of 1 , there exist vector elds 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; d,1 with polynomial coe cients, such that i 0 and 1 are some of i , and 0 x 6 = 0 ;
ii for j 1; j is either one of i or a linear combination of brackets ; f where ; j and f is a linear function;
iii for a generic c = c 1 ; : : : ; c d,2 ; 0 d,1 does not vanish identically at the points of a trajectory of c = 0 + c 1 1 + + c d,2 d,2 through x.
In particular, each j is a vector eld with polynomial coe cients of degree not exceeding max1; 2 j,1 . Let Q = 0 d,1 . We have Q = X i 1 ;:::;i d Q i 1 ::
where Q i 1 :::i d are polynomials of degree not exceeding p = 2 d,1 . Due to iii, some of these polynomials do not vanish identically on a trajectory through x of a vector eld c with polynomial coe cients of degree not exceeding q = max1; 2 d,3 . Due to Theorem 2, the multiplicity of a zero of such a polynomial restricted to is less than we see that the result of derivations of Q along c is a linear combination, with polynomial coe cients, of wedge-products of vector elds which are brackets of i of order not exceeding 10 2 d,2 + max1; 2 d,3 : From 9, this order is less than 7 for d 2, and 8 for d = 2. Since the result of derivations of Q along c does not vanish at x, there exist d brackets of i of order not exceeding 10 which are linearly independent at x, hence generate L x . Remark. The integration over Euler characteristic" arguments allow one to obtain an e ective estimate on the multiplicity of an isolated intersection de ned by Noetherian functions of degree p in n variables, with a Noetherian chain of order m and degree , in terms of n; m; , and p. The proof is given in a joint paper of A. Khovanskii and the author 4 .
